LEARN MUSIC IN VR

IT DOES SOMETHING TO YOUR BODY. THERE IS SOMETHING ABOUT THAT SENSATION, ABOUT HAVING A BODY MEMORY AS MUCH AS A MIND MEMORY... WE CAN ENGAGE THE PARTS OF THE BRAIN THAT ARE INSTINCTUAL AND PRIMITIVE.

FLY THROUGH YOUR FAVORITE SONGS:

RINGS REPRESENT PITCHES
BLUE RINGS ARE LOCKED ON
EMPTY THE RHYTHM BAR FOR A PERFECT SCORE

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
- HARDWARE SUPPORT
- INTERCEPT MIDI SEQUENCER AND SYNTH
- NO EXPERIENCE IN 3D GAME DEV, UNITY, C#

FEATURES
- CONTROL PITCHES WITH HEAD TRACKING
- NO ACCIDENTALS; INTERVALS ARE ALWAYS THE SAME
- RHYTHMIC FEEDBACK
- SEE ALL CHORDS GOING ON

VR UI LESSONS:
3RD PERSON FOLLOW-CAM REDUCES VESTIBULAR SYSTEM NAUSEA
DIAGETIC UI ELEMENTS ON WORLD OBJECTS HELP HIDE DEPTH PERCEPTION IRREGULARITIES

MADE WITH:

oculus
unity